1. Sort the objects into two groups by coloring one group red and one group blue:

![Grouping Diagram]

2. Make a pattern using squares and circles:

3. How are these objects sorted?

A. By pattern  
B. By shape  
C. By size  
D. By color

4. Continue this pattern:
   2, 5, 8, 11, ___, 17, 20, ____.

5. There are x number of apples in the bag, and five on the table, if there are 14 total, how many are in the bag? Show your work and write an equation.
1. SORT THE OBJECTS INTO TWO GROUPS BY COLORING ONE GROUP GREEN AND ONE GROUP PURPLE:

![Object Diagram]

2. MAKE A PATTERN USING RECTANGLES AND DOTS:

3. HOW ARE THESE OBJECTS SORTED?_________

![Sorted Objects Diagram]

E. BY PATTERN  
F. BY SHAPE  
G. BY SIZE  
H. BY COLOR

4. CONTINUE THIS PATTERN:  
   30,25,20,___,10,___.

THERE ARE X NUMBER OF PEACHES IN THE BAG, AND 3 ON THE TABLE, IF THERE ARE 9 TOTAL, HOW MANY ARE IN THE BAG? SHOW YOUR WORK AND WRITE AN EQUATION.